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A successful program of mathematically rigorous verification and validation (V&V) of scientific machine learning (ML) will enable users and decision-makers to justifiably trust this software in terms of its fitness for use, reliability and robustness. This will help maximize the positive impact of scientific ML on DOE-mission and scientific/engineering applications and further the acceptance of, and advancement in, ML for DOE-mission and science/engineering applications.

Regardless of the software type, application or programming style, verification (“Did we build the software correctly?”) and validation (“Did we build the right thing/software?”) (V&V) comprise techniques and processes to ensure the resulting software meets the user’s needs. Although V&V techniques and processes are well-established for typical deterministic software, they are either missing or inadequate for ML software. There is a fundamental mismatch between the importance of DOE-mission applications using scientific ML and the V&V that can currently be conducted.

Mathematical Research for Scientific ML V&V
The key challenges for mathematically rigorous V&V are: (i) There is typically a lack of a physics-based oracle against which to V&V ML results; (ii) The high-dimensionality of the hypothesis and problem spaces introduces risk in visual support for V&V; (iii) Nonlinear computations reduce or eliminate the usefulness of standard deterministic software V&V techniques; (iv) Probabilistic reasoning, with different computations and results from different runs of the same software, requires the ability to mathematically pose and evaluate “correctness” classes based on the hypothesis class and data space and (v) V&V of massively parallel implementations requires coupling abstractions and probabilistic specifications.

Suggested new research directions include:
Validation: Extend the mathematical foundations of ML validation theory to define data validation (e.g., “Does the data comprise a valid representation of the problem space?”) and valid boundaries for the ML problem itself. Addresses (i) and (iv); supports (v).

State-of-the-art (SOA) in Validation: ML validation has focused on cross-validation and information loss, and while necessary, this is insufficient in that it often disregards data validation and model (and parameter) selection. To date, little R&D has been conducted in mathematically rigorous validation for scientific ML.

Visualization: Mathematically determine the information loss from abstractions required in high-dimension visualization and determine the bounds of information loss beyond which the visualization is inadequate for V&V support. Addresses (ii).

SOA in visualization (for ML V&V): Visualization has been quite beneficial in aiding the user/decision-maker’s understanding of the input space and results of ML. The authors know of no research to date that addresses this research thread (information loss from abstraction in visualization).

Nonlinear abstractions and adversarial attacks: a) Develop mathematical machinery for building novel, formal abstractions of scientific ML algorithms. A library of customized abstractions for different nonlinear operations may be required to perform static analysis of scientific ML. From the abstractions, adversarial attacks for verification can be developed. Addresses (iii). b) Massive parallelization employed in scientific ML requires the development of coupling abstractions like communicating sequential processes with probabilistic reasoning to design a notion of distributed Markov chains that can capture the specifications of massively parallel scientific ML software. Are specifications that enable programmers to
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annotate scientific ML implementations with invariants and assertions that capture the expected behavior of the scientific algorithm useful for verification and automated runtime monitoring? Addresses (v)

**SOA in abstraction and adversarial attacks.** Adversarial attacks on high-dimension data sets have shown that empirical guarantees established using large benchmark data sets do not guarantee the correctness of ML algorithms on new or minimally perturbed data inputs [6, 7]. While adversarial synthesis has recently been conducted on images and videos interacting with deep learning algorithms [8], to the best of our knowledge, adversarial attacks on scientific data sets have not been investigated.

**SOA in specifications.** Existing work in specification languages such as the Java Modeling Language has focused more on control and less on hierarchical data sets critical to scientific ML.

**Maturity, Uniqueness and Novelty**

**Maturity:** Mathematical foundations of ML validation exist in ML theory and model selection and upon these the ML validation research thread can build. Visualization information loss will draw from existing information loss formulations, but will extend the application to loss due to ML abstraction. While fundamental research into static software analysis, distributed Markov chains and specification languages for runtime monitoring exists, there is little work on nonlinear abstractions for static analysis and probabilistic specifications for parallel ML. Initial experiments have been conducted in image and video classification [5, 6] and cyber-physical systems [6, 7].

**Uniqueness:** DOE-unique application domains include the smart grid and other cyber-physical systems, advanced/additive manufacturing modeling and scientific discovery. Relevant applications in which the authors have experienced the need for mathematically rigorous scientific ML V&V include Smart Grid applications [1, 2], predictive models for intelligence [3-5], cyber-physical systems [6, 7], data-driven models used in additive/advanced manufacturing [4], medical devices [8] and prognostic systems [9].

**Novelty:** The authors are not aware of other programs (e.g., at DARPA, NSF, etc.) that address the research needs identified herein. DARPA recently initiated a program in explainable artificial intelligence (AI) that, if successful, should help in understanding the how an AI application determines its output. However, the program has no results to date and it is unclear whether a mathematical approach will be taken.
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